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Different from us?
by Jeanne Schinto
Photographs: Theater of Manners, by Tina Bamey. Zurich: Scalo Books, 1997, 255

pp., $60.00 hardcover. (Distributed in North America by D.A.P., New York.)
A Positive Life: Portraits of Wom en Living with HIV, photographs by Mary Berridge,

interviews by River Huston. Philadelphia, PA: Running Press, 1997, 118 pp., $27.50
hardcover, $17.95 paper.
eyed family members and friends in New
R o ICH PEOPLE ARE OFTEN ogled and ob-

served, but rarely are they stud-

York, in Watch Hill, Rhode Island, in Sun

*ed at least not in the ways that

Valley, Idaho. The smug, scrubbed society

poor people traditionally have been.

mugs we see in Norfleet's book are no-

where to be found on Barney's pages. She
Among women photographers, two of our

greatest documentarists-Dorothea Lange

does not reveal to us how these people feel

and Margaret Bourke-White made pho-

about their privileged place in the world;

tos of the poor and disenfranchised. Diane we do not gain any useful knowledge from
Arbus specialized in fringe-dwellers, too,

her about their rituals or customs. Instead,

though she was not considered a documen-

we are taken into much more private mo-

tarist but an artist who worked in the

ments, at her subjects' messy breakfast ta-

"documentary style" (Walker Evans'

bles, in their bedrooms cluttered with

clothes, even in their bathrooms. Somephrase). Arbus' teacher, Lisette Model,
was one of the few to document the well- times they are smiling, but more often they
are scowling, looking annoyed.
Tina Barney, Tim and 1, 1985. From Theater of Manners.
to-do in the 1930s. Her camera's eye de-

famed the French bourgeoisie as petulant
idlers bloated by greed-stuffed shirts and

If these were your family's snapshots,

you might just want to throw them away.

stuffed sausages; but that was the easy part But Barney, whose work is in the permanent collection of the Museum of Modern
for a Marxist. Her real accomplishment

(including the predictable, fatted golden

What bothers me is that at some

retriever); all those sumptuous interiors

point [my photographs] might be-

and expensive "props"-window treat-

come too private and the people in

was revealing them to be complicated and

Art, isn't interested in showing us these

ments, wallpapers, ancestral portraits, tap-

compelling. Famous Gambler, French

people at their best. She wants us to see

estries and fresh flowers. In Jill, Celia, and

Riviera (1934) shows the zaftig subject

them as imperfect, empathetic individuals;I, 1983, Barney is seated in an airy, upscale

the pictures will resent my exploitation of them. My fear is that as I begin showing the work in public

she wants to expose their cores, where she living room furnished in antiques and brosomeone is going to connect the
believes the rich really are no different
cade, with her sister and a friend, all of
era. In her fashionable finery she emits a
names (even though I only use first
from you and me. It's a much more daunt- them dressed in diaphanous nightgowns,
poodle-ish air, but her walking stick is a
names) and places, and that they will
ing task than Norfleet assigned herself,
serene on a sunny morning. It could be an
handy weapon at the ready. And we can't
be used in the wrong way. Do I have
outtake from the pages of Architectural
help but wish for some of her nerve, her and Barney doesn't always succeed at it.
to be careful? I want to be personal
That is why it's often unclear to me
Digest. But on a closer look the three, with
skill, her luck-her power-though we'd
more than anything else. If I can't
how much of the tension in Barney's pho- their white cups and saucers, having been
promise the gods to use it wisely.
be, then there's no point in going
tos is created-clumsily-by the caminterrupted in mid-conversation, are as exAmong contemporary documentary

seated in a cafe, her back to Model's cam-

era's presence, and how much is the repressive as the women in a Mary Cassatt
photographers, Barbara P. Norfleet is one
sult of the stresses and strains that we all, painting. Their intimacy, their friendship,
of the few who have studied the rich. That
is almost palpable. They have just shared a
she was not, herself, a member of theirrich or poor, experience with loved ones.
secret, something deeper than gossip. And
In Tim and I, 1985, for example, Barney,
club was an obstacle, she writes in a forenow Barney has asked them if she could
who often appears in her own pictures, is
word to All the Right People (Little,
awkwardly posed with her teenaged son
Brown, 1986). In the end, though, her outon a piece of lawn furniture. Each wearsider status worked to her advantage, since

on....

What comes next? The face, the
nude? That's what I'd love to do. Who
would even let me do that? (p. 10)

She might have started with a nude of

preserve the moment, and they have acqui- herself. "I'll do it if you do it," she might
esced. That is pure fiction, need I say, but

the image invites it.
ing the identical grimace, neither seems
it gave her the detachment necessary for
But is it Barney's fault, or the viewer's,
this fascinating exploration of social be-happy to be there as Barney pulls the
bare-chested Tim closer to her, even as hethat these moments are infrequent? Barney
havior at fox hunts, yacht races, weddings
says in a diary excerpt included in the book
gently resists.
and garden parties in Newport, Nashville
that she would like to have gotten even
Of course, some viewers may never
and "all the right" places in between.
more personal with her subjects, but was
grasp that Barney wants to show someTina Barney is, by contrast, an insider
worried
about invading people's privacy.
whose first book, Photographs: Theater of thing more than the sociological, because
She
writes
on January 16, 1983, while in
Manners, consists of twenty years' worth they won't get past the superficial: all

have said. Instead, she hired models-strangers-paid employees, like the
housepainters and maids who are also pic-

tured in this book going about their tasks.
I'm bothered by this, and unassuaged

by Barney's rationalizing: "1 purposely
hired models, people I didn't know per-

sonally, so that any connection to my own

life would be absent and I would be free of

distractions. I wanted all my energy to be

of full-color photographs of her own mon- those straight teeth and tans; all those dogsSun Valley, Idaho:
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Victims or volunteers?
by Tamala M Edwards
Workin' It: Women Living through Drugs and Crime, by Leon E. Pettiway. Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1997, 252 pp., $59.95 hardcover, $19.95 paper.
intense and complex. The mothers are

H OW DO WE BECOME who we are? It is

flawed: each daughter recalls a series of

a question that has filled bookstores with memoirs, each new of-men in the house during her childhood, al-

most all of whom ladled out beatings to

fering meant to be more shockingly confessional than the last. It is why we watch

her mother before leaving. The mothers

talk shows, both the responsible and the

are uneducated, belligerent, foul-mouthed

vulgar, transfixed by the human car

and possess at least a drinking habit. They

wrecks that fill the small screen. Why, fail
we to protect their children from drugs, allowing drug use in the house, sometimes

ask enviously, are we not as successful,

beautiful, popular as some; why, we think using or selling drugs themselves.
But in their own clumsy ways they try

thankfully, have we avoided the bleakness

to give their daughters some guidance and

and ruin of others?

When applied to ourselves, the ponder- opportunities. Charlie remembers:

Mar - frm Po v L fe.

ing is more removed, an aftemoon walk in

When I was growing up, the thing

"What if?" But where the question has its

that I learned most was to respect

greatest immediacy
and where weLife.
are most
Mary Berridge, Tracie Edness-Etheredge. From
A Positive

your elders...try and learn in school

often reduced to two-year-olds- "Why,

because you don't want to end up

The book is
a winner
of the Dorothea
placed on the picture itself:
the
formal
con-

Momfny, why?"-is the everyday, when

Lange-Paul Taylor Prize from Duke Unicerns, rather than stories."

we are faced with the stark example of oth-

In some self-portraits Barney does at

versity's Center for Documentary Studies,

ers. And in a world where the famous are

least picture herself bare-shouldered, in

but these color portraits have little in com- as touchable as the clouds, it's usually the

close-up, with the accoutrements of her

mon with the bleak, black-and-white,

other end of the spectrum that confronts

privileged life cropped out. But what does

1930s-style work of the award's name-

us. Who would ever choose to be a pan-

like Mommy...being a waitress to
make tips to keep food on the table,

you know. She also taught me to
dress decently... not to run around
like a slut, cleanliness...as far as
yourself and where you live. (p. 62)

handler, an addict, a whore? What got
it prove? In Self-portrait, 1996, she looks sake. Berridge's subjects don't look miserable. They are not lying in their beds:
Almost all the women recall their
positively haggard, like (could she possithem to this place? And what has kept us
they are lounging on them, or on the floor,from it?
mothers as religious and keeping meticubly mean to evoke this?) a Walker Evans
playing with their children or their pets.
tenant farmer's wife. What mill has she
lous houses. In fact, the first connections
In Workin' It Leon Pettiway, a profesTracie Edness-Etheredge, 38 years old,
been through? you want to ask, knowing
sor in the criminal `ustice department of they remember are usually being momfull well that the answer she wants you to

is pictured in white satin and lace on her

the University of Indi?na, argues that

my's little helper, getting the vegetables to

arrive at is, simply, life. With money or

recent wedding day. Kristine, who is 29

while our questions may be valid, the an-

the table and watching the younger ones

without, no one escapes its rigors. But who years old and chose to use her first name
didn't know that?

only, is in a motel room, wearing a black

swers arrived at so far are not. He believes while mother's at work. Most of the moththat we have marginalized poor women,

ers didn't keep up with their daughters'

bra and panties. Laura Priddy, aged 32, is

homework, but all five working-class
particularly poor women of color, through
working in her vegetable garden. Shana
A POSITIVE LIFE: Portraits of Women
women sacrificed to send their children to
racism, classism and sexism so badly that
Tenendah, aged 25, who was knowingly
Living with HIV, a collaborative
it is unfair to rank them via our defmitions Catholic school, in hopes that the more
infected by a former lover, is sitting by an
work by photographer Mary Berrigorous education and discipline would
of normalcy. Take them on their own
ridge and writer River Huston (who is her- outdoor adobe oven whose raging fire youterms, and you will fmd them, while farget them out of the ghetto.
may consider a symbol of her anger, if
self HIV-positive), features another group
from perfect, subversive, strong, responsi- But as the girls hit adolescence, the re-

that is often invisible, whether it chooses
to be or not. "One could read in the paper

you're so inclined. Not a one of them

lationships skid into rebellion and bad parble and remarkable.
looks ill. Is their healthy appearance a fic- What's more, Pettiway says, take them
enting. While their own behavior may be a

that women, and in particular lower-

tion? Here's 29-year-old April Drew on

as an indictment of us. He compares Mar-

bad example, the mothers all try to keep

income women, were the fastest-growing

that subject:

garet, Virginia, Tracy, Charlie and
Laquita, the five women he profiles, to

their girls away from the drug culture or

segment of the HIV-infected community,"
Berridge writes in a preface, "but beyond
that they were drastically underrepresented in both the mass media and the
arts."

Huston, on the other hand, says she had

trouble convincing many of her interview-

ees to go public, considering "some of the
nastier, more pernicious cultural sanctions
and reactions associated with HIV disease." For that reason, "gumption" is a
word that comes to mind when I think

about the thirty women pictured here.
"Grace" is another. "Gut-wrenching" is

Everyone says, "You look so good,
so healthy." They think if you're not

all wasted, you're not sick. I really
hate when people say that I look

good, like, "It's okay, she looks

good," and they can dismiss you as
not really being sick. They feel better. In reality, I will probably look
good till I'm dead. I can see every-

one at my funeral saying, "But she
looked so good." (p. 29)
Berridge and Huston are hoping for our

awareness and enlightenment as well as an

pregnancy. But rather than talk to their

people as oppressed as Holocaust victims. daughters, they try verbal and physical
bullying. Catching Laquita hanging out
"From these women's personal stories we
are called to remember the stories of other with neighborhood boys, her mother
oppressed peoples," he writes. "This book swoops down: "Wench, I'm gonna whup
your ass," she hollers. The melee that folserves as a reminder of what we stand to
lows ends with the mother's boyfriend
lose... It also seeks to challenge.... We
Laquita down as her mother beats
must listen with greater compassion toholding
the
lives of oppressed peoples, and we must

her with a bike tire inner tube.

In their mid-teens most of the girls get
give greater appreciation to the ways they
withstand the various assaults to their hu- pregnant and leave home to enter another
abusive relationship. They start the steady
manity."
But the hundreds of pages of abuse, vio- slide into drugs, going from pot to methlence, drugs, sexual exploitation and sad-

amphetamines to heroin, coke or crack.

the one I'd use to describe the accompany- artistic appraisal. But as in all documen-

ness that follow undermine his thesis. Pet- They know the choices they are making

tary art, the emphasis is on content, not
ing oral histories. (When 27-year-old Lery
formal considerations. We really do need
Espinosa's doctor told her the test results,

are bad ones, but they make them anyway,
tiway does not narrate these stonies as
much as he transcribes them. So for fifty even when it involves endangering their

he also cautioned her against kissing her

to know that these women are HIV-

three children.)

positive for their photographs to have
the in her own words her upbringing,
describe

pages apiece, each woman gets a chance to

own children or unbomn fetuses. "It's not
fair to the child," a pregnant Tracy sighs.

Do not, however, be surprised if these full impact that Berridge and Huston inwomen s voices make you laugh occasion- tended, or for their book to be what it is:

her relationships familial and romantic,

"Can't stop long enough. Won't get no

her descent into drugs and the sex trade,

prenatal care.... [T]he cocaine is stronger

ally. "[My boyfriend and 1] tried the fe- straight social commentary at its best.
Tina Barney, likewise, wants some-

and her understanding of why she is where than that." It's also strong enough to tumn
she is and what the future holds for her. All them into thieves and prostitutes.

male condom," says 43-year-old Patsy

Stewart, who has been HIV-positive sincething more of us than an aesthetic judgfive have faced hard situations-dysfuncment: compassion for her clan. Given their tional families, the prevalence of drugs, ig- A ND AS THEY TALK about their lives,
1988:
they do prove part of Pettiway's
history, and ours, it's harder to muster. It's norance about relationships- but theirs
I hated it, he hated it. It's hard to use
not that I doubt the existence of the inner are lives that seem to have been created as
1 argument: they are more complex
and it makes a lot of noise. It's like
life of rich people; it's just that I wish Bar- much by choice as by circumstance.
than the easy stereotypes of feral addicts
fucking a hefty [sic] bag. We
ney had more often been able to portray it.
or pathetic victims. They talk of the danAs children, all of the women were in
couldn't have sex because he would
It's ironic that worries about privacy
some way without fathers, though that ab- gers of prostitution, but also how they
lose his erection. But that wasn't the
have held her back, while the subjects of A
have moved to places or customers that
sence is marked differently. Though he
only reason the relationship ended.
Positive Lifewomen with immediate
doesn't die until she is an adult, Margaret's offer them greater safety. They enter into
I've had my hysterectomy s0 I'm not
privacy concerns-have opened up their
tesbian retationships, usuatty with confifather is an evil drunk, a man she can't
going to have PMS ever again.

(PMS-Putting up with Men's Shit.)

Mortality-wise, I think I'm too
meanl to die. (p. 81)

lives to us. That the people with less hope,

bring herself to love, while Laquita's fa-

less status, less money, end up looking

ther, whom she finds as a little girl dead onter communication and more tender sexuat exchanges. And they fight back in
the couch of an overdose, doted on his

more generous than the ones who supposedly have everything is, in itself, a lesson

to take away from the pairing of these two
Like Huston's texts, Berridge's pictures may work against your expectations. books.

dence and without guilt, in search of bet-

surprising ways. Laquita is a successfut
daughter. But it is the women's feelings towards their mothers, and the examples

drug dealer by the time she is sixteen. She

those older women set, that are the most

pays men to perform orat sex on her,
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